Spanish workers furious as unions support “back to work” in COVID-19 pandemic
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Working-class anger is rising against the Socialist Party (PSOE)-Podemos government, which forced millions of nonessential workers back to work yesterday as thousands continue to fall ill each day from the raging COVID-19 pandemic.

The measure, enforced by the unions, threatens to lead to hundreds of thousands of more infections and tens of thousands of deaths, while big business reaps massive profits. With 169,496 cases and 17,489 deaths, Spain has among the highest COVID-19 death rates on the planet.

Yesterday millions of construction workers, metalworkers, builders, cleaners, factory and shipyard workers, sanitation and security employees and autoworkers returned to work, after factories and construction sites had closed for a two-week shelter-at-home period.

The ruthlessness, greed and indifference to workers’ lives were reflected in the complete disorganization on the first day back to work. The distribution of around 10 million masks by the authorities, handed out in buses and subways in urban areas, was chaotic.

Madrid’s transport chief Angel Garrido tweeted: “Neither the Madrid region nor any other local transport authority has any information about the distribution of masks announced by the Health Minister.”

The police and Red Cross were told to distribute millions of masks on the evening before the return to work. In some areas there were no distribution, and in most the supply of masks ran out within hours. As of this writing, it is still unknown if more masks will be provided in coming weeks; those distributed on Monday are recommended for single use.

The Spanish government also published a nonsensical guide for workers and businesses. Workers are advised to avoid crowding in public transport, even though hundreds of thousands depend on mass transit to go to work. They are also told to clean their mobile phones, clothes and shoes when they come back home, showing that the government knows these workers will be contaminated.

Anger at the so-called “progressive” government’s criminal policy is rising among workers. A locksmith at a construction site told eldiario.org, “I have no other choice. It doesn’t seem normal to have to return to work, but we have no other option.” He added, “I have to continue covering expenses. With the subsidies that the government promises we can’t do anything.”

Sandra told La Vanguardia the masks were just single use: “They distribute masks for one day, as if we don’t have to work from Monday to Friday.” Another worker told the same daily that she woke up early to go to get masks because her company does not provide her any, nor other protection. She complained that the masks are “not distributed at all stations.”

A Madrid bricklayer told El País, “I don’t know why the hell we have to go back if there is no way of keeping distance from each other ... I only hope that my colleagues also work with a mask. If not, we’re screwed.”

Another construction worker, Sergio, complained, “I keep coming with my gloves and with my mask. They are not giving me anything, and there are colleagues who work with nothing.”

Sergio also said he was forced back to work even though a holiday was scheduled. His company wants to start clawing back hours lost during the eight working days lost during the lockdown. The policy was designed by the PSOE-Podemos government and supported by the unions, which means big business plans to regain all the hours lost by lengthening the working day or eliminating vacation days.

At another site, another worker said, “This must stop once and all fall.” Fearing to infect his teenage children, he said his company “is asking us to maintain social distance and wear masks and gloves. But we have to
bring them. We are on our own.”

The criminal policy has been fully endorsed by the Stalinist Workers Commissions (CCOO) and the social democratic General Union of Labor (UGT), who designed the policy last Friday with Podemos’ minister of labour, Yolanda Díaz. They were well aware that most companies “are not in a position to guarantee these health and safety conditions,” in the words of CCOO leader Unai Sordo. Nonetheless, Podemos, the CCOO and other unions all worked together to force workers back to work in unsafe conditions.

Yesterday the secretary of the UGT’s Federation of Industry, Construction and Agriculture (FICA), Pedro Hojas, admitted “it is true that there is a shortage of PPE” (personal protective equipment, such as masks, gloves, etc).

The minority General Confederation of Labour (CGT) union made toothless complaints about the back-to-work order, while providing the government with advice on how to implement it. One of the anarcho-syndicalist CGT’s more ghoulish proposals was to urge that if a worker in these nonessential industries dies of COVID-19 in this period, it should be ruled a work-related death.

Podemos, the CGT, the CCOO and UGT all accept the principle, however, that millions of workers should risk their lives purely to boost corporate profits. The union bureaucracy speaks for the interests not of the working class, but of management, supporting the criminal PSOE-Podemos back-to-work policy. They cynically assert that if “protection” is not guaranteed at a workplace, workers should notify local union representatives … who obey the same organizations that in fact drafted these policies in the first place!

Union officials are also providing positive publicity to companies that are forcing their workers back to work, despite the continuing unavailability of masks even for health care workers, 13 percent of whom are infected. One example is Mercedes Santoja, head of the CCOO of Seville in construction and services. She said that “large companies are doing things fairly well,” in an interview to the Diario de Sevilla headlined “Seville CCOO praises prevention measures after return to work in construction.”

As for the right-wing parties that the ruling class has built up for decades as the so-called “left,” they are not simply backing, but in fact formulating and implementing the policy. Labour Minister Yolanda Díaz has been at the forefront. The PSOE-Podemos government has moved to quash any rumours of internal differences between the PSOE and Podemos about the back-to-work order.

Interior Minister Fernando Grande-Marlaska said in an interview that “no member of the government told the prime minister to rectify the measure.”

Yesterday, Deputy Prime Minister and Podemos General Secretary Pablo Iglesias cynically tried to posture as a critic of big business, tweeting an article by the Ctxt online magazine titled “Bergamo [Italy], the massacre that the employers did not want to avoid.”

The article describes the criminal policy implemented by big business in Bergamo, an industrial hub in northern Italy that was never declared a red zone due to pressure from big business. The policy cost the lives of countless people. The infection rate was many times higher than the official one, and an estimated 3,000 people died in the area.

The fact is that Iglesias’ government is implementing the same policies in Spain as those Confindustria, Italy’s big business association, called for under hashtags like #YesWeWork and “Bergamo is running,” and lies such as “the risk of infections is low,” all cited in the article tweeted by Iglesias.

This is creating the conditions for an explosive confrontation between the working class and the PSOE-Podemos government. In a reactionary attempt to paper over these class contradictions with rhetoric about national unity, this government is now seeking talks on social and economic policy with all the parliamentary parties. It wants an agreement “open to everyone,” that is, including the fascistic Vox party. This offer, made as they force millions of workers to risk their lives needlessly going to work, is a warning that Podemos and the PSOE is trying to complete the transition to an authoritarian regime.